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In 1994, Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory established a new directorate,
called Environmental Programs, to form one
organization combining most of the
Laboratory’s capabilities in the geosciences
and ecological sciences with its supporting
technologies in analytical areas such as molec-
ular, radiation, and particle spectrometry; high-
pressure physics; and bioscience applied to
bioremediation. The directorate applies these
capabilities to national problems in the envi-
ronment, security, and health. In such applica-
tions, our work spans the full range from
anticipating a problem, to providing a detailed
understanding of the basic science underlying
it, to developing response and recovery capa-
bilities, which may vary from policy guidance
and options to remediation technologies
deployed at large scale in the field.

In addition to our ongoing research and
development activities, the first three years of
the directorate’s operation included strategic
planning, to coordinate our work with the
shifting mission probabilities of the overall
Laboratory, and intensive assessment of our
structure and activities, to build a vital and
flexible organization. As a result of these
assessments, we changed the directorate’s
name to Earth and Environmental Sciences.
This change was made to better represent the
spread of disciplines within the directorate
and to recognize that our work contributes to
all of the Laboratory’s mission areas: environ-
ment, national security, and health.

The staff of the directorate reflect this
mission focus. We represent a mix of environ-
mental and other scientific specialties and
conduct research ranging from the most fun-
damental problems of climate processes to the
most applied policy and technical tasks to
meet national security needs such as treaty
verification.

Today, the multidisciplinary teams in
Earth and Environmental Sciences collaborate
with other federal agencies not only to investi-

gate all facets of the environment—from deep
within the Earth to the land surface and from
groundwater to the upper reaches of the atmos-
phere—but also to support national security
needs and to develop new insights for health
protection. Current areas of research include

• Atmospheric radiative transfer, chemistry,
dynamics, and climate processes.

• Physics of the atmospheric boundary
layer and cloud processes.

• Seismic processes.
• Geochemistry and geophysics.
• Pathway, dosimetry, and risk analysis of

radioactive and toxic substances.
• Isotopic and ion-beam sciences.
• Modeling of subsurface flow and transport.
• Subsurface imaging and characterization.
• In situ environmental remediation using

natural and engineered processes.
• Design, analysis, and testing of advanced

waste-treatment technologies.

Benefits to the Nation
Research in Earth and Environmental

Sciences ranges from emergency response
activities to national policy assessments.
Seismic studies, derived in part from under-
ground nuclear testing research, have led to
better design criteria for reactors and other
critical structures. Geoscience studies have led
to novel site-remediation technologies.
Working in teams with other Livermore pro-
grams and directorates, we have developed
new methodologies for water purification,
waste treatment, and dose assessment from
radionuclide or toxic exposure. Atmospheric
science studies have helped define interna-
tional protocols for chemicals that are rou-
tinely released to the atmosphere. Other
projects have led to the development of emer-
gency-response capabilities for atmospheric
releases of toxic materials.

This broad range of scientific and technical
excellence, together with our ability to integrate
those skills into multidisciplinary teams 
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working to solve national problems, provides
an excellent resource for addressing complex
environmental issues. Our achievements exem-
plify Livermore’s hallmark ability of turning
scientific concepts into working prototypes and
problem solutions. Much of the work in Earth
and Environmental Sciences is focused on
determining and mitigating the risks and
impacts of natural and manmade hazards and
on remediating environmental damage. We
also provide science and technology that sup-
ports the Laboratory’s environmental compli-
ance requirements. A number of our projects
address environmental issues of global signifi-
cance, and many of our scientists are partici-
pants on national and international science and
policy committees.

1996 Accomplishments
The Earth and Environmental Sciences

Directorate is funded almost equally by six
branches of the Department of Energy, and our
work spans a wide range of disciplines. We
also collaborate with other government agen-
cies (such as the Federal Aviation
Administration, the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration, and the U.S. Geological
Survey) and with nongovernment entities such
as universities and private industry. Hence, an
annual report focused on either a principal
customer or a disciplinary allegiance is not
possible for us. 

Instead, in this report, we describe a few
of our significant accomplishments during
1996. These projects highlight the diverse
nature of our research as well as technical
expertise. For example, in 1996, we had major
accomplishments in modeling carbon isotope
distribution and transport in coupled atmos-
pheric–ocean models and in detecting a human
signature in climate change. We also demon-
strated more cost-effective technologies for use
in environmental remediation and played a
major role in support of the Comprehensive
Test Ban Treaty. In the Research Highlights sec-
tion of this book, we describe several of the
directorate’s important project results for 1996.

In other national security areas, we con-
ducted characterization activities at the

Nevada Test Site and in the Middle East, per-
formed significant experiments to evaluate
gas release from clandestine nuclear tests, and
continued to contribute to site characteriza-
tion and suitability studies for nuclear waste
storage. In health-related areas, we continue
to characterize the ecological consequences
and related human dose at several sites
worldwide where significant nuclear releases
have occurred.

In 1996, we also relocated about half of
the directorate into new office space and
improved laboratory facilities and reduced
our own indirect costs. Work in this area is
described in the Resources section. As a result
of these efforts, the directorate has been a
leader in the Laboratory’s overall effort to
reduce cost and improve effectiveness and
efficiency.

The broad role of environmental capabil-
ities within a national security laboratory has
become increasingly clear since this directorate
was established. National security in the broad
sense requires capabilities in geophysics and
ecological sciences to avoid surprise, to
respond to threats, and to meet economic chal-
lenge. Our multidisciplinary organizations
must meet these needs with significant opera-
tional capabilities. Thus, a central manage-
ment task for the directorate is to maintain the
dynamic between large project or program
organizations and the excellent, but smaller,
disciplinary science activities, which provide
the seeds for future projects and programs.

We believe that this mix of disciplinary
divisions, whose individuals accomplish at the
highest scientific standards, and project organi-
zations, whose excellence and uniqueness are
similarly validated by review, allow us to sat-
isfy the directorate’s mission. We find that,
indeed, there is still a place for Ernest
Lawrence’s model: disciplinary excellence of
individuals coupled into the team effort of a
project environment. 

Earth and Environmental Sciences
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Benjamin D. Santer, Tom M. L. Wigley,1

Karl E. Taylor, and Joyce E. Penner2

1National Center for Atmospheric Research, Boulder,
Colorado.
2Department of Atmospheric, Oceanic and Space
Sciences, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.

The rapid increase in atmospheric car-
bon dioxide (CO2) and other greenhouse
gases over the past century has no direct ana-
log in recent geologic history. Thus, we can-
not use information on past relationships
between changes in CO2 and changes in cli-
mate to predict the rate and patterns of cli-
mate change that may occur over the next
century. We must instead rely on complex
numerical models of the Earth’s climate sys-
tem to make such predictions. According to
climate models, if the level of atmospheric
CO2 continues to increase until it is double
the level prior to the Industrial Revolution
200 years ago, then the global-mean tempera-
ture would eventually rise by between 1.5
and 4.5°C. A change of this size would signif-
icantly affect many areas of human endeavor,
including the world’s agriculture, energy and
water resources, and human health.

But are model projections of future cli-
mate change realistic? These projections
involve what has been called a “cascade of
uncertainties”—uncertainties derived from
many sources, such as assumptions regarding
future energy use and how CO2 is absorbed
and released by the oceans and terrestrial
biosphere. Current climate models are them-
selves inadequate, partly because we do not
completely understand the complex physical
processes, such as cloud formation and pre-
cipitation, that we are trying to model. Also,
models represent the continuous, evolving
climate in terms of discrete points in time and
space, which requires numerical and compu-
tational simplifications.

Confidence in climate projections would
be enhanced if scientists could demonstrate
that model representations of present-day and
historical climate agreed with observations.
At the Program for Climate Model Diagnosis
and Intercomparison (PCMDI) in Lawrence
Livermore’s Earth and Environmental
Sciences Directorate, we are comparing the
observed record to our model simulations, to
determine if in fact there is a matching pat-
tern, or a “fingerprint,” we can attribute to
human-induced changes in atmospheric com-
position. Such a fingerprint would constitute
a powerful form of model verification and
thus could have far-reaching policy implica-
tions regarding future energy use.

What Causes Changes in Climate?
The Earth’s climate changes—and will

continue to change—for reasons that have
nothing to do with human activities. Natural
changes in climate result from processes inter-
nal to the climate system, such as the complex
transfer of heat, moisture, and momentum
between the atmosphere and ocean, and from
changes in external “forcings” of climate, such
as changes in the Sun’s energy output or the
amount of material injected into the upper
atmosphere by a volcanic eruption. Any cli-
mate-change signal caused by human activi-
ties is thus superimposed on—and to some
extent obscured by—the so-called noise of
these natural climate fluctuations.

Studies that attempt to identify a
human influence on climate usually consist
of two parts: detection of an unusual change,
and attribution of all or part of that change to
a particular cause or causes. These concepts
can be understood in terms of a simple med-
ical analogy. Measurement of a body temper-
ature of 40°C (104°F) “detects” the presence
of some abnormal condition or symptom 
but does not in itself give the cause of the
symptom. To attribute the symptom to an

The Search for a “Fingerprint” of
Human Activities in Observed

Climate Records
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underlying cause often requires additional,
more complex tests, such as chemical analy-
ses of the blood and urine or even x rays and
magnetic resonance imaging scans.

Pattern analysis is the climatological
equivalent of the more comprehensive medical
tests. Just as it is unlikely that two different ill-
nesses could yield an array of medical diagnos-
tics that were identical in all respects, so it is
unlikely that changes in the output of the Sun
and changes in human-produced atmospheric
pollutants could produce identical patterns of
climate response. Thus, pattern studies help us
attribute causes to the different changes. 

Early work on climate-change detection
examined changes in the global-mean tem-
perature of the Earth over the last century.
Most studies of this type concluded that the
observed increase of about 0.5°C (0.9°F) was
larger than would be expected from natural
climate variability alone (Wigley et al., 1997a).
However, using a single global-mean temper-
ature series to estimate the relative contribu-
tions of numerous factors leads to a problem
in which many combinations of factors could
yield the same scenario of changes. 

Since 1991, PCMDI has worked to
address many shortcomings of this initial
work. Research on the natural variability of
climate has led to improved estimates of what
constitutes “normal” behavior of the climate
system, particularly on time scales of decades
to centuries. We also have more complete
estimates of the climate-change signal
expected to result from past, present, and
future human activities. 

Another area of progress has been in
applying pattern recognition techniques to the
attribution problem. Rather than dealing with
global-mean values, we are using the detailed
information contained in complex patterns of
change. For example, we can compare how
well model predictions match the data for
changes in near-surface temperature at many
points on the Earth’s surface (Figure 1, Santer
et al., 1995) and in the vertical structure of
atmospheric temperature (Figure 2, Santer et
al., 1996a). Patterns may also be defined for
climate variables other than temperature, and

Research Highlights

Figure 1. Changes in near-surface temperature. Model results are from experiments
with (a) nominal present-day levels of atmospheric CO2 and (b) present-day CO2

and sulfur emissions (Taylor and Penner, 1994). Model changes are defined relative
to a control run with a preindustrial level of atmospheric CO2 and no anthro-
pogenic sulfur emissions. (c) Observed changes represent the (smoothed) differ-
ence between 1988 and 1948 (Jones and Briffa, 1992). White indicates regions
where data coverage was not continuous for this 40-year period. Results are for
September, October, and November and are given in °C.
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they may have an explicit time dimension,
such as a seasonal cycle or an evolution over
many decades.

Finding a Pattern
In a typical pattern-based study, a signal

pattern predicted by the model is compared
with a sequence of observed patterns of tem-
perature change. Some index of pattern simi-
larity is used to quantify how closely the
model prediction matches reality. If there is in
fact a human effect on global climate, we
might expect, from the historical increase in
greenhouse gases and aerosol-producing emis-
sions, that the statistical measure of pattern
similarity would become larger over time, as
the signal strength increases. Simply put, a sus-
tained increase in the similarity statistic would
indicate that the observations were becoming
increasingly similar to the model prediction.

We do not expect the similarity statistic
to follow a simple linear trend. Natural cli-
mate variability will be superimposed on any
growing climate signal (Wigley et al., 1997b),
and the pattern of the signal itself may change
with time. Instead, we want to determine
whether the overall changes in pattern simi-
larity with time are larger than we might
expect to result from natural variability alone,
and whether such changes differ for different
types of signal—for example, is there a
“greenhouse only” signal and a signal due to
combined greenhouse-gas and aerosol effects.

What the Patterns Reveal
In our pattern-based work, we use

model signals caused by the individual and
combined effects of greenhouse gases and
aerosols. These signals were taken from
experiments performed at Lawrence
Livermore (Taylor and Penner, 1994) and from
integrations carried out by our collaborators
at the Hadley Centre for Climate Prediction
and Research in the United Kingdom
(Mitchell et al., 1995; Tett et al., 1996) and at
the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory
in Princeton (Ramaswamy et al., 1996). We
then compared these signals with instrumen-
tal records of near-surface temperature

Figure 2. Changes in the vertical structure of atmospheric temperature. Model
results (given in °C) are from experiments with (a) nominal present-day levels of
atmospheric CO2 and (b) present-day CO2 and sulfur emissions. See Figure 1 for fur-
ther details. The results in b also incorporate the effects of stratospheric ozone deple-
tion from 1979 to 1990 (Ramaswamy et al., 1996). (c) Observed changes (given in °C
per 25 years) are radiosonde-based temperature measurements (Oort and Liu, 1993)
in the form of linear trends from May 1963 to April 1988. All results are for annually
averaged data. Although the amplitude of modeled and observed changes is not
strictly comparable, the patterns of change in b and c are highly similar.
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change (Jones and Briffa, 1992) and with
weather balloon (radiosonde) measurements
of temperature change in the free atmosphere
(Oort and Liu, 1993; Parker and Cox, 1995). 

The near-surface comparisons indicate
that model results most closely match reality
for a combined greenhouse-gas and aerosol
signal. To compare vertical patterns of change,
we also incorporated the effects of stratos-
pheric ozone depletion (Figure 2b). As shown
in Figure 3, the degree of agreement between
models and data generally increases over the
last 25 to 50 years.

It is possible that such increasing corre-
spondence could arise by chance as a result of
natural climate variability on decadal and
longer time scales. To assess the statistical sig-
nificance of the signal trend shown in Figure
3b (roughly +1.4 correlation units in 25 years),
we need some estimate of how often natural
variability might yield a positive trend this
large or larger.

The observational record is too short for
this purpose. We therefore rely on multi-
century simulations of coupled atmosphere–
ocean models to provide us with information
about climate variability. From such model
output, we generated many sequences of “nat-
ural” patterns of climate fluctuations. The sig-
nal pattern in Figure 2b was then correlated
with these natural patterns, thus yielding a
time series that reflects the unforced behavior
of the pattern statistic.

By fitting linear trends to many different
25-year chunks of this time series, we produced
a distribution of noise trends. As Figure 4 illus-
trates, the pattern correspondence found
between observations and model predictions of
atmospheric temperature change is a highly
unusual event, unlikely to occur through nat-
ural internal variability of the climate system (as
simulated by this and other coupled models).

Could externally caused natural climate
variability fully explain the observed climate
changes? Our best answer to this question is
“no.” Over the last several decades, radiosonde
measurements of atmospheric temperature
have revealed a distinctive pattern of stratos-
pheric cooling and tropospheric warming. This

fingerprint is highly specific to increases in car-
bon dioxide and decreases in stratospheric
ozone—both anthropogenic effects. The temper-
ature-change patterns that we might expect to
see for changes in the Sun’s output (no cooling
of the lower strato-sphere) or in the amount of
volcanic dust in the stratosphere (stratospheric
warming) are quite different from those result-
ing from human influences. 

Clearly, the correspondences found
between models and observations are caused
by pattern similarities at large scales—for
example, contrasts between the Northern and
Southern Hemispheres or between the 

Figure 3. Correlations between modeled and observed patterns of temperature
change (a) at the Earth’s surface and (b) in the free atmosphere from about 2 to 
20 km. These correlations were made by searching for the patterns predicted in
Figures 1b and 2b in instrumental measurements of near-surface temperature
change from 1910 to 1993 and in radiosonde-based measurements of temperature
change from 1963 to 1988. The pattern similarity statistic shows a sustained posi-
tive trend, indicating that observations are becoming increasingly similar to the
model predictions.
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stratosphere and troposphere. It is at these
large scales that we have the most confidence
in model performance (Gates et al., 1996).
More importantly, although detection and
attribution studies are fundamentally statisti-
cal in nature, many of these results agree with
our basic physical understanding of the cli-
mate system and do not depend on sophisti-
cated numerical models or statistical
techniques.

A Discernible Human Influence
Our work contributed to the conclusion

that “the balance of evidence suggests a dis-
cernible human influence on global climate,”
which was one of the primary findings of the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC, Houghton et al., 1996; Santer et al.,
1996b). This conclusion does not mean that the
search for a human signal in observed climate
records is now over. Rather, it means that the
search is now beginning in earnest. The IPCC’s
conclusion was accompanied by many caveats.
These are primarily related to our imperfect
knowledge of the “true” climate-change signal
resulting from climatic variability against which
this signal must be detected. Although these
uncertainties will be reduced with time, they
will never be removed entirely, so detection and
attribution studies (like medical prognoses) will
always be inherently probabilistic in nature.

For more information, contact Ben Santer
(510) 423-4249 (santer1@llnl.gov).
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Figure 4. Relationship
between “signal” and
“noise” trends in pattern
similarity. The red line
shows the signal trend,
which represents the 25-
year linear trend in the
statistic that measures the
correlation between mod-
eled and observed pat-
terns of temperature
change in the free atmos-
phere (see Figure 3b). The
green curve shows a distri-
bution of noise trends
that we generated by cor-
relating the signal pattern
in Figure 2b with time-
varying patterns of natural
internal climate variability.
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During the past 200 years, the concen-
tration of carbon dioxide (CO2) in Earth’s
atmosphere increased about 30%. The
increase, which continues at a rate of about
0.4% per year, is caused primarily by burning
fossil fuels, but a substantial amount results
from the destruction of plants and soil carbon
stocks as a result of deforestation processes.
This increase is of concern because it may be
causing changes to the global climate.
Perhaps the most important change is that it
warms the climate. Because increasing atmo-
spheric CO2 is a potential driver of climatic
change, we want to understand, in quantita-
tive terms, the fate of CO2 released to the
atmosphere in fossil-fuel use and other
processes. In particular, we want to deter-
mine how much CO2 can be taken up by and
stored in the plants and soils in terrestrial
ecosystems and in the oceans. 

Today, about half of the CO2 released in
fossil-fuel use is stored in oceans and on land
in a process known as CO2 uptake (Figure 1).
The other half is causing the increase in
atmospheric CO2. We can attempt to measure
the current CO2 uptake in oceans and on
land, but to predict the future, we must use
computer models. The goal of the carbon
cycle modeling project at Lawrence
Livermore is to develop and validate models
that simulate the exchange of CO2 between
sea and air and between land and air at the
global scale and thus reduce the uncertainty
about future CO2 levels and potential cli-
matic changes. 

Uptake of CO2 on Land
When the concentration of CO2 in the

atmosphere increases, it generally stimulates
plant growth—one positive aspect of the
increase—and carbon storage in plants and
soils in a process called CO2 fertilization.
Because this biotic response slows the
increase in atmospheric CO2, it is a negative
feedback on the system. In this project, we

want to determine whether this negative
feedback is significantly slowing the present
CO2 increase and how much it will limit
future levels. Our model of the terrestrial
biosphere, which is similar in key respects to
other models, indicates that plants assimilate
in photosynthesis and growth about 10 to
15% more CO2 globally each year than they
did 200 years ago. Thus, the potential net ter-
restrial uptake, or land sink, of CO2 is now
about 5 billion tons of carbon each year, or
about 80% of present fossil-fuel CO2 releases.
(Slightly more than 6 billion tons of carbon
are now released to the atmosphere annually,
a value that is accurately known.) 

In calculating the land sink, we assume
that the preindustrial terrestrial biosphere
was in an approximate steady state with
respect to carbon—that is, it was neither a 
net sink nor a net source of CO2 to the 
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Figure 1. Carbon dioxide fluxes into and out of the atmosphere. The burning of
fossil fuels adds CO2 to the atmosphere (brown curve), but not all of it accumu-
lates there (blue curve). Some is absorbed by the ocean (red curve), and some is
absorbed by the terrestrial biosphere (green curve). Shown are results from an
ocean biogeochemistry model calculation for oceanic CO2 absorption. Inferred
net uptake of CO2 by the terrestrial biosphere since approximately 1950 is consis-
tent with our understanding of forest regrowth and CO2 fertilization of plant
growth. (Except for oceanic uptake, all positive values are addition of CO2 to the
atmosphere.) 
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atmosphere. (This assumption is based on
several lines of reasoning that are beyond the
scope of this article; for example, see Bolin et
al., 1979.) Much of the “additional” carbon
assimilated by plants today (compared with
preindustrial rates) is later released back to
the atmosphere during plant respiration and
the decomposition of organic matter in the
soil. According to our models, about 2.0 to 2.5
billion tons of carbon are stored on land each
year over and above the steady-state prein-
dustrial carbon storage amounts.

This net storage of carbon on land is,
however, transitory. That is, the CO2 released
in decomposition processes is quantitatively
linked to the amount of CO2 previously
absorbed. Eventually, given some future sta-
ble concentration of atmospheric CO2, the
terrestrial biosphere will again approach a
steady state with respect to annual CO2
uptake and release, although the amount of
carbon stored in the terrestrial biosphere will
be greater than it is today.

The increased CO2 assimilation on land
does not include CO2 transferred from land
to the atmosphere as a result of deforestation
and other human land-use changes. The most
commonly cited estimates of the annual CO2
flux from land-use changes are between 1.5
and 2.0 billion tons of carbon. If this amount
is subtracted from the 2.0 to 2.5 billion tons of
additional carbon stored annually in CO2 fer-
tilization, then only 0 to 1 billion tons of car-
bon are added to the terrestrial biosphere
each year. This range is consistent with what
seems to be occurring in nature based on the
annual balance of CO2 released in fossil-fuel
burning, the CO2 accumulating in the atmo-
sphere (an amount that is determined accu-
rately from direct measurements at several
remote sites), and the amount of CO2 that is
thought to be taken up by the oceans. Indeed,
our best estimate for the present net storage
of carbon in the terrestrial biosphere, based
on detailed ocean modeling, is about 0.5 bil-
lion tons of carbon a year (see Figure 1).

In addition to the negative feedback
from CO2 fertilization of the terrestrial bio-
sphere, a potentially important positive feed-

back on future global warming might be
mediated through the terrestrial biosphere’s
carbon cycle. In general, climatic warming
speeds the decomposition processes and the
release of CO2 to the atmosphere from soils.
Our models account for this effect, although
knowledge of future temperature is limited.
(Precipitation, or more specifically soil mois-
ture, also affects the decomposition rate, and
precipitation patterns may well be altered by
climatic changes resulting from elevated
atmospheric CO2. However, the effects on
decomposition may be either negative or posi-
tive and are difficult to predict. Moreover, 
predictions by climate models of future 
precipitation patterns are variable.) 

The positive feedback might operate as
follows: Increasing atmospheric CO2 concen-
tration causes some degree of global warming,
which then stimulates the decomposition rate.
The stimulated decomposition rate reduces the
lifetime of carbon within soils and terrestrial
ecosystems, resulting in a net release of CO2 to
the atmosphere. This CO2 release enhances the
atmospheric CO2 increase and thus furthers
global warming. The potential magnitude of
such a scenario is large. 

The process can be studied with models;
however, of great use in our research have
been the data concerning the effects of temper-
ature on carbon residence time in soils. These
data were collected in field research in
California forests by scientists from the
University of California at Irvine, in associa-
tion with carbon isotope measurements at
Lawrence Livermore’s Center for Accelerator
Mass Spectrometry (CAMS). The field research
corroborates model predictions that soil car-
bon storage is reduced by high temperature.

Uptake of CO2 by Oceans
The ocean component of our modeling

efforts combines a three-dimensional ocean
general circulation model (OGCM) with mod-
els of ocean–air CO2 exchange, inorganic
chemistry, and ocean biology. The isotopes of
carbon 12C, 13C, and 14C react at somewhat
different rates in various physical, chemical,
and biological processes, which results in 
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carbon isotope ratio signatures in the ocean.
(Such signatures also exist in terrestrial
ecosystems and are due to fractionation
processes associated with terrestrial photo-
synthesis.) Our ocean model includes a full
treatment of carbon isotope fractionation
processes. Because of the complex three-
dimensional nature of this model, it was
developed to run on Livermore’s massively
parallel computers. To our knowledge, it is
the most complete and detailed global ocean
biogeochemistry/circulation model
(OBGCM) in use today.

In one study, the OBGCM successfully
simulated ocean–air CO2 exchange processes
from the preindustrial period to the present
(Figures 1 and 2). In 1996, we compared the
OBGCM simulations to observations of the
increase in atmospheric CO2 and of the spa-
tial and temporal distributions of oceanic 12C,
13C, and 14C. The results convincingly
showed that the model can calculate impor-
tant carbon cycle processes in the ocean and
that it will help reduce the uncertainty about
future ocean–air CO2 exchange rates and the
atmospheric CO2 concentration increase.

Also of interest to carbon cycle studies
is the so-called spike of radiocarbon (that is,
radioactive 14CO2) that was added to the
atmosphere during aboveground thermonu-
clear bomb testing in the 1950s and 1960s. By
the time international test bans became effec-
tive, the tropospheric radiocarbon content
was almost double the content prior to the
tests. Present tropospheric radiocarbon levels
are only 10 to 15% above prebomb levels, but
since the half-life of radiocarbon is greater
than 5000 years, we know it has not decayed
to this value. Instead, the oceans and terres-
trial biosphere are storing it. 

This additional, or bomb, radiocarbon is
an important tracer for atmospheric CO2 and
ocean and land carbon compounds that can
be used to test our models. In 1996, we used
models of Earth’s ocean, stratosphere, and
terrestrial biosphere to predict the course of
this radiocarbon and thus assess our under-
standing of the present global carbon cycle.
We then compared the model predictions to

the generally accurate measurements of
14CO2 in the troposphere during the past sev-
eral decades. Our model predictions agreed
with the atmospheric measurements, indicat-
ing that the models conform to the actual car-
bon cycle.

In addition to measuring recent changes
in atmospheric radiocarbon, we also can test
our models by measuring the time course of
changes in 12C, 13C, and 14C at specific loca-
tions in the ocean. Our research demonstrated
that models are best tested with measurements
of ocean carbon isotopes at specific times and
locations, rather than with whole-ocean carbon
isotope mean values. As a result, our use of the
OGCM and OBGCM significantly altered the
methods used by the research community at
large. We also developed several diagnostic
tools to validate OGCMs based on carbon and
other chemical tracers.

Interannual Variability in
Atmospheric CO2 Increase

Year-to-year changes in global fossil-
fuel use are small, but in recent years, the
interannual variability in atmospheric CO2
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Figure 2. Amount of CO2 in the ocean per unit area (in moles per square meter of
ocean surface), as calculated by our ocean biogeochemistry model. This calculation
indicates the oceans absorb CO2 most readily at high latitudes.
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increase has been significant. Many
researchers believe that interannual variability
in temperature and precipitation may alter the
terrestrial biosphere’s ability to assimilate CO2
enough to account for such variations. Little
direct evidence is available to test this notion,
however. 

To increase our understanding of this
issue, we used a sophisticated, geographically
explicit (on a 1-degree latitude × 1-degree lon-
gitude grid) model of terrestrial photosynthe-
sis and respiration. Our goal was to assess
how observed changes in monthly mean tem-
perature and precipitation (also on a 1-degree
× 1-degree grid) affected the global land–air
CO2 exchange during each year of the 1980s.
Our model predictions of interannual vari-
ability correlated positively with the observed
interannual variability in the atmospheric
CO2 increase, and they are of the proper mag-
nitude—in the range of ±0.8 billion tons of
carbon a year. This exercise demonstrated for
the first time that present understanding of
plant and soil responses to atmospheric CO2
level, temperature, and precipitation can
account for the observed interannual variabil-
ity in atmospheric CO2 increase.

Links to Field Ecology and
Carbon Isotope Measurements

We can improve our knowledge of long-
term CO2 fertilization by studying carbon
storage in soils and plants near natural CO2
vents, such as those associated with many hot
springs. Several CO2 vents have been active
for many centuries to millennia, which allows
time for plant metabolism to adapt to ele-
vated atmospheric CO2, as might occur with
increasing global atmospheric CO2. Because
the CO2 released from these vents is of geo-
logic origin, it contains no radiocarbon.
Therefore, the radiocarbon content of soils
and plants at various distances from the vents
is a measure of the average CO2 concentra-
tions to which plants are exposed.

Perhaps the only way to assess the long-
term effects of CO2 fertilization on terrestrial
ecosystem CO2 uptake and carbon storage is

to determine the carbon storage per unit
ground area as a function of long-term atmo-
spheric CO2 concentration near CO2 vents. In
collaboration with San Diego State University,
we are initiating such measurements at the
CAMS. This knowledge will help us predict
the role of the terrestrial biosphere in the
future global carbon cycle.

Measurements at CAMS are also reduc-
ing uncertainty in turnover times of dead-
wood in tropical forests. Researchers recently
acknowledged that deadwood is a large item
in the global terrestrial carbon budget.
Changes in the deadwood turnover rate (the
rate of decomposition and conversion of
organic carbon to CO2 released to the atmo-
sphere) that result from increasing atmo-
spheric CO2 or climatic changes may
noticeably affect the global land–air exchange
rates in the future. The longevity of tropical
trees is also important to carbon cycle dynam-
ics. Collaborative work with the University of
California at Santa Barbara has enhanced our
understanding of the longevity of trees in
tropical rainforests and the environmental fac-
tors regulating the decomposition of dead-
wood in the tropics and elsewhere. As a result
of this work, we have improved the parame-
terizations in our models of carbon cycling in
the terrestrial biosphere.

Future Work
In 1997, we are using our models, hav-

ing incorporated improvements made in 1996
and earlier, to predict how fossil-fuel use will
affect the global carbon cycle. These predic-
tions will reduce uncertainty about future
atmospheric CO2 concentrations, which will
in turn constrain predictions of future climate
and the ecological and economic effects of 
climatic change. 

For more information, contact Jeff Amthor
(510) 422-9424 (amthor@llnl.gov) or Ken
Caldeira (510) 423-4191 (kenc@llnl.gov).

Reference
Bolin, B., E. T. Degens, S. Kempe, and P. Ketner, Eds.

(1979), The Global Carbon Cycle (Wiley, Chichester).
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Richard B. Knapp, Roger Aines, Sally
Bahowick, Richard Blake, Alan B. Copeland,
Kenneth J. Jackson, Albert Lamarre, Robin
Newmark, and Andrew F. B. Tompson

Contaminant plumes in underground
water are a major national problem. The vol-
ume of contaminated groundwater
approaches a trillion gallons, and the antici-
pated cleanup costs are in the hundreds of
billions of dollars. The primary technology
being used to remediate contaminant plumes
is the pump-and-treat method, in which cont-
aminant is extracted from the subsurface and
treated before disposal. Although this tech-
nology is effective at plume boundaries, it
cannot clean plume source regions. A faster
and more effective approach would be to
remediate groundwater in situ. 

To help develop such an approach,
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
established a collaborative project between
scientists in the Laboratory’s Earth and
Environmental Sciences Directorate and its
Environmental Restoration Division. In labo-
ratory experiments and computer simula-
tions, we continued to evaluate a concept to
rapidly destroy plume source regions while
preventing the plume from expanding fur-
ther. The core technology in this concept is
hydrous pyrolysis/oxidation (HPO), com-
bined with permeable microbial barriers and
the traditional pump-and-treat method.
Ultimately, our goal is to evaluate this con-
cept in a large-scale field test of a 100-meter-
diameter contaminated zone at Lawrence
Livermore’s main site. 

The Accelerated Cleanup Concept
Hydrous pyrolysis/oxidation relies on a

novel in situ thermal heating technique from
injected steam to accelerate the contaminant
breakdown and degradation processes

(Figure 1). We enhanced the HPO technology
by placing permeable microbial barriers
downstream, to intercept and destroy the
contaminated groundwater displaced by
steam injection, and adding traditional
pump-and-treat well systems in perimeter
areas, to contain the plume’s flow. 

Comparing the hypothetical time histo-
ries of different remediation techniques
reveals that our approach may perform well
(Figure 2). Contaminant mass removal by the
pump-and-treat method alone may be ini-
tially rapid as the high-permeability regions
are flushed, but the rate is reduced over time
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Accelerated Cleanup:
Combining Technologies for
Groundwater Remediation

Figure 1. Example of an accelerated cleanup system combining the hydrous
pyrolysis/oxidation technology with in situ microbial filters. (a) A single pump-
and-treat extraction well is placed downstream of a contaminant plume.
Different colors denote ranges in contaminant concentrations. (b) The hydrous
pyrolysis/oxidation technique is used to rapidly destroy contaminants in and
around the source region. A biofilter is placed downstream to intercept and
destroy contaminants that are displaced by steam injection but are not drawn
back into the thermal destruction zone.
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because contaminant transport from the low-
permeability units to the high-permeability
units is slow. Hydrous pyrolysis accelerates
cleanup by rapidly destroying the source
region—in both high- and low-permeability
units—thereby eliminating the long pump-
and-treat cleanup tail. In situ microbial filters
amplify this acceleration by intercepting and
destroying contaminated groundwater dis-
placed during steam injection, thereby trun-
cating part of the plume that comprises the
pump-and-treat capture zone and reducing
the overall cleanup time.

Hydrous Pyrolysis/Oxidation
The hydrous pyrolysis/oxidation tech-

nology proved to be effective in both high-
and low-permeability units and for a wide
range of concentrations. As shown in Figure
3a, when steam is injected into an aquifer in
high-permeability units, it displaces the con-
taminated groundwater and builds a large
thermal reaction zone. When the zone has the
desired volume, steam injection is termi-
nated, and the contaminant destruction phase
begins. The shut-in well causes the steam to
condense, which draws the contaminated
fluid back into the thermal reaction zone. The
fluids then heat up, causing the spontaneous
oxidation of contaminant. If low-permeability
clays and silts are also present, as in 

Figure 3b, they are heated both by the con-
duction of heat from the thermal reaction in
the high-permeability units and by the buoy-
ant, advective rise of heat through vertical
infiltration pathways.

In laboratory experiments, the thermal
destruction reaction was effective, fast, and
robust. We found that a wide range of aque-
ous contaminants can be degraded to innocu-
ous products when heat is applied in the
presence of at least stoichiometric amounts of
oxygen. In these experiments, the oxidation
reaction rate was fast and destroyed contami-
nants over a range of temperatures that can
be easily achieved in the subsurface. In fact,
the rate is so fast that the practical limiting
factor is the rate at which the subsurface can
be heated through steam injection. In 1997,
we will conduct laboratory experiments to
define how contaminant concentration, aque-
ous chemistry (such as pH), and coexisting
gas phases affect the aqueous-phase oxida-
tion rate.

Before HPO technology can be used in a
field test, we must determine whether the
chemistry of site sediments in the treatment
zone will affect the process rate. Some effects
can be positive; for example, the sediments
might catalyze the reaction or provide addi-
tional oxide surface reaction sites. However,
the sediments might also consume too much
oxygen via oxidation of metals or sediment
organic material. A series of laboratory exper-
iments demonstrated that the chemistry of
sediments at the Livermore site does not
interfere with the contaminant destruction
reaction, and that there is no excess con-
sumption of oxygen.

Another concern is whether metals are
released from the sediment during the steam-
ing process. In laboratory experiments with
sample sediments from the Livermore site,
we found that metal release also was not a
problem. In addition, a preliminary experi-
ment with a manganese oxide mineral—a
common sediment component—showed that
it can participate in an oxidation–reduction
coupled reaction with contaminants such as
trichloroethene (TCE), thus enhancing the
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Figure 2. Hypothetical time history of contaminant concentrations in groundwater
withdrawn from a single extraction well. 
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contaminant oxidation reaction. Its presence
thus increases our confidence that hydrous
pyrolysis/oxidation can be used successfully
in the subsurface.

In 1996, we began a series of fluid flow
and transport simulations using Lawrence
Livermore’s NUFT simulator to explore
issues related to the feasibility of the HPO
process. For this simulation study, we
focused attention on TCE contamination in a
confined, high-permeability layer of the site’s
subsurface. These simulations are based on a
simplified, two-dimensional conceptualiza-
tion of radially symmetric flow and transport
in a vertical plane that intersects a steam
injection well. In this representation, satu-
rated steam, or a mixture of saturated steam
and oxygen, enters the formation through the
wellbore, as a function of an applied well-
head steam pressure.

Computer simulations showed that it is
relatively simple to establish the necessary
coincidence of dissolved contaminant, dis-
solved oxygen, and elevated temperatures
for TCE degradation in situ. Nevertheless,
care must be taken to avoid generating sig-
nificant noncondensible gas phases in the
thermal reaction zone, because these phases
may reduce the chemical reaction rate. In our
simulation, most of the reaction during steam
injection occurs near the leading edge of the
advancing steam front. 

This result seems consistent with the
argument that TCE is displaced by steam injec-
tion, so the reaction can occur only near the
front because heat and dissolved oxygen dif-
fuse into the native (contaminated) ground-
water, or TCE diffuses back into the condensed
water phase. Once the steam zone collapses
and condenses, the reaction front recedes back
toward the well, and more importantly, the
reaction zone widens. Because heat remains in
the formation, TCE-laden water is drawn back
into the collapsing steam zone, and residual
oxygen is regained in condensed water to the
extent saturation limits allow. In this manner,
the in situ operations approach a batch process
in the thermal reaction zone.

In Situ Microbial Filter
With in situ microbial filter technology,

permeable microbial destruction zones must
be established in the subsurface through
which contaminated groundwater flows and
is microbially remediated. These zones are
created by injecting into the subsurface harm-
less bacteria that can destroy the contami-
nants. Portions of the injected biomass attach
to the sediment and form a fixed-bed bioreac-
tor. In our accelerated cleanup concept, biofil-
ters supplement the HPO process by
intercepting contaminated groundwater dis-
placed by the steam injection (Figure 4).

Before microbial filter technology can be
used in a field test, we must evaluate several
features regarding a site’s geology, hydrology,

(a) Hydrous pyrolysis technology in high-permeability units

(b) Hydrous pyrolysis technology in low-permeability units
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and chemistry. These features include the
aquifer’s saturation state, sediment pore size,
groundwater chemistry, contaminant species
and concentration, and ratio of dissolved oxy-
gen to contaminant. In a series of laboratory
tests with selected sediments and groundwa-
ter from the Livermore site, we found that all
of these conditions are within acceptable
ranges for the filter technology to work. 

We also completed a set of treatability
experiments to determine whether the micro-
bial filter technique can be used as part of the
accelerated cleanup effort at Lawrence
Livermore. In laboratory experiments with
groundwater from the Livermore site, bacteria
degraded TCE for more than 50 days in the
absence of growth substrates. Injected cells
also attached to the site’s sediment to a very
high degree, giving substantial flexibility in
establishing an effective filter in the subsur-

face.  We also conducted an in-well test where
contaminated groundwater was drawn
through a biofilter established on a column of
sediment from the Livermore site. This test
showed that the bacteria can degrade the con-
taminants to below the concentrations levels
required for groundwater cleanup.

The most expensive part of the in situ
microbial filter approach is producing cells.
The overall cost of producing biomass is
strongly influenced by the density to which
bacteria can be grown during commercial fer-
mentation. Recent advances in the biomass
generation process tripled the amount of bio-
mass generated in a given bioreactor run.
Also, TCE-degrading specific activity
(degrading activity per unit biomass) was
improved by about 30%, to about 85
nanomoles per milligram (dry weight) per
minute. These improvements substantially
reduced the cost of generating the bacteria
needed for an in situ microbial filter and
simultaneously improved performance.

Process Monitoring and Control
One objective of a field test is to quan-

tify whether a technology, or a suite of tech-
nologies, can successfully destroy or degrade
contaminants. The field program must also
provide sufficient detail to calibrate models
of contaminant destruction and to define the
minimum controls required for future com-
mercial application. An additional objective is
to quantitatively measure the success of the
remediation effort.

For successful demonstration of our
accelerated cleanup approach, both physical
and chemical parameters must be monitored.
Although many techniques can be used to
measure properties such as temperature,
pressure, or contaminant concentration, the
specific constraints on applying this concept
require that many of these parameters be
measured in situ, under high-temperature
and high-pressure conditions. Spatial and
temporal requirements pose additional chal-
lenges. At the same time, the methods used
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Figure 4. In situ microbial filter technology. Steam injected into high-permeability
units accelerates the displacement of contaminated groundwater from the source
region. An in situ microbial filter emplaced downstream destroys or degrades this
contaminant, prevents it from returning to the source region, and further acceler-
ates cleanup.
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to monitor the remediation process and
assess its performance must be cost-effective
and timely. 

Thus, a major accomplishment for this
project in 1996 was using cone penetrometry
to successfully emplace monitoring points at
depths greater than 50 meters in highly het-
erogeneous sediments. This method is not
only inexpensive, but it also allows for dense
emplacement of measuring devices such as
the sensors used to record temperature and
the electrical resistance tomography for
determining the steam zone geometry. 

In addition, we designed an extractive
system for sampling fluids and measuring
their chemistry under the extreme conditions
expected during the steam injection phase of
HPO. Initial tests on an advanced oxygen
sensor indicate it can survive exposure to
steam and make viable measurements at tem-
peratures above 80°C. In 1997, we will design
and test tracer application and analysis meth-
ods to track injectate and differentiate it from
connate water. Fluid saturation will be mea-
sured using existing logging techniques. 

Characterizing the Field Site
Site-specific investigations demon-

strated that Lawrence Livermore’s main site
is a viable location for an initial pilot-scale
field test. With data from a series of wells in
the proposed test area, we defined the major

subsurface features that control the flow of
fluids, including injected steam and dis-
placed contaminated groundwater. This
information is critical to establishing an effi-
cient monitoring network and as input into
process simulations. It also allows us to
define the initial contaminant distribution in
both low- and high-permeability units,
against which the effectiveness of hydrous
pyrolysis/oxidation will be measured.
Similar data will be acquired across the con-
taminant plume, so the technologies can be
quickly deployed once they are successfully
demonstrated at the pilot scale.

Future Work
Field tests at the pilot scale are a key

ingredient to achieve technology acceptance.
These tests reduce uncertainties regarding
technical performance and cost effectiveness.
Our future efforts will be directed toward
field demonstration of hydrous
pyrolysis/oxidation, both individually and
combined with the in situ microbial filter  and
pump-and-treat technologies. Following a
successful field demonstration, these tech-
nologies will be phased into Lawrence
Livermore’s site cleanup activities. 

For more information, contact Richard
Knapp (510) 423-3328 (knapprb@llnl.gov).
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John J. Nitao, and Lawrence D. Ramspott

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)
is investigating whether it is feasible to dis-
pose of highly radioactive wastes, including
spent nuclear fuel from electrical utilities and
wastes stored at federal facilities, in a reposi-
tory built in the unsaturated zone at Yucca
Mountain, Nevada. For such a repository, the
waste isolation system must limit the release
of radionuclides from the waste packages
and their transport to the accessible environ-
ment. As part of the DOE effort, scientists in
Livermore’s Earth and Environmental
Sciences Directorate are developing computer
models that trace how heat from the waste
packages affects water flow in Yucca
Mountain, particularly how water contacts
waste containers and the waste itself. 

The Repository Environment
A potential repository at Yucca

Mountain would contain as many as 12,000
waste packages in a site that is nearly one
kilometer underground and extends several
kilometers horizontally. The radioactive waste
to be stored in the waste packages consists of
hotter commercial spent nuclear fuel, which
ranges from about 3 to 18 kilowatts per waste
package, and cooler defense high-level waste,
which ranges from about 1 to 3 kilowatts per
waste package. The types of spent-nuclear-
fuel waste packages are those containing 12 or
21 fuel assemblies from a pressurized water
reactor (PWR) and 44 assemblies from a boil-
ing water reactor (BWR). The spent nuclear
fuel ranges in age from 10 to more than 40
years (that is, time since it was removed from
the reactor core). The defense high-level waste
is from the Hanford and Savannah River sites
and is in a glass waste (vitrified) form.

As long as the waste packages remain
intact, radionuclides are not released. The
primary threat to the containers is corrosion,
which is caused by the presence of water.
Therefore, how and when water contacts a
waste package will affect its integrity. Water
contact occurs in two ways: (1) gaseous flow
(water vapor and air), where the condensa-
tion of water vapor then forms a liquid film
on the waste package; and (2) liquid flow
(water) in the underground environment. 
For both of these, changes in temperature,
relative humidity, and liquid-phase flow
affect how and when water contacts the
waste containers. 

Unfortunately, the environment in the
unsaturated zone is corrosive for the metallic
waste-package materials; the ambient relative
humidity there is about 99%—high enough to
form liquid films from condensation.
However, the radioactive materials stored in
the packages give off decay heat that will
reduce the relative humidity to levels at
which corrosion is minimal. Thus initially,
when packages are emplaced in the reposi-
tory, the relative humidity is reduced
(although the magnitude and duration of this
reduction depends on the repository design).
Relative humidity then rises as the packages
“cool”—that is, as the radioactive elements
decay over time. 

One of the goals in evaluating reposi-
tory designs is to determine how long it takes
for the relative humidity to rise to 65 to
95%—a range at which significant corrosion
might begin. A lower value, such as 65%, per-
tains to the situation where hygroscopic salts
are present on the waste package. A higher
value, such as 95%, is more likely if the sur-
face is free of salt. Thus, an important goal is
to prevent liquid water from dripping on
(and evaporating on) waste packages,
thereby minimizing the buildup of salts.

Evaluating Potential Designs of a
Nuclear Waste Repository
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The Challenge: Detailed
Modeling in Three Dimensions

Modeling multiple-phase flow in an
unsaturated, porous rock with varying temper-
ature is itself a significant challenge. To evalu-
ate a potential repository at Yucca Mountain,
we must model 12,000 waste packages in a
large, underground site. Yet, our simulations
must show changes down to a centimeter level
of detail. Also, to ensure the long-term perfor-
mance of the repository, we must extend the
simulations from the present to 10,000 years in
the future. Obviously, a single calculation is not
sufficient. Parametric studies require tens of
calculations, and more than a thousand calcula-
tions have been performed. 

Much of the early modeling work in
repository design was performed in one or
two dimensions. Where three dimensions
were addressed, the calculations were simpli-
fied by modeling the heat as either a planar
source or, in more recent calculations, an aver-
aged line source. To better evaluate design
alternatives, we used a three-dimensional
code called NUFT (Nitao, 1992), which was
developed at Livermore to simulate the cou-
pled transport of water, vapor, air, and heat in
fractured, porous media. The resulting NUFT-
based models explicitly represent a realistic
mixture of waste in individual packages and
thus allow us to study how the relative place-
ment of the hottest and coolest packages
would affect the temperature and humidity of
a repository. 

Our Results: Evaluating Two
Designs 

In 1996, we used our three-dimensional
model to compare two repository designs:
point-load spacing and line-load spacing
(Figure 1). The point-load design attempts to
evenly distribute the decay heat over the
repository area by placing the waste packages
with nearly equal spacing on all sides. In the
line-load design, decay heat from the waste
packages is concentrated in a line by placing
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Figure 1. Plan view of two waste-package layouts: (a) the point-load design
and (b) the line-load design. Both designs result in an areal mass loading of
83.4 metric tons of uranium (MTU) per acre. Note: heat outputs are at the
time the waste packages are emplaced. SNF = spent nuclear fuel; DHLW =
defense high-level waste; 21-PWR = 21 pressurized-water-reactor assemblies;
44-BWR = 44 boiling-water-reactor assemblies; and kW = kilowatts.
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the waste packages nearly end to end along
more widely spaced drifts.

The thermal loading of the repository is
constrained by both near-field and far-field
effects. The far-field environment is affected
by the average areal mass loading (AML,
expressed in metric tons of uranium per acre,
MTU/acre). The near-field environment is
affected to a great degree by the geometry of
emplacement. Because we are concerned with
the details of repository design, we held the
AML constant but varied the geometry of
emplacement, as shown in Figure 1. Our
detailed simulations showed that the temper-
ature, relative humidity, and liquid-phase
flux history of the waste-package surfaces—
and hence the time before corrosion begins—

differed significantly in the two designs
(Buscheck et al., 1996). 

As shown in Figure 2, relative humidity
will increase to 65% between 25 to 660 years
with the point-load design and between 1540
and 1710 years with the line-load design. The
coolest package in the line-load design is dry—
that is, relative humidity is less than 65%—
more than twice as long as the hottest package
and 60 times as long as the coolest package in
the point-load design. (For a detailed list of the
temperature and humidity results for the
design options we modeled, see Table 1 in
Buscheck et al., 1996.) Only our recent model-
ing of individual waste packages reveals these
ranges; earlier calculations would have given
only an averaged time for each layout. 
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Figure 2. Temperature
and relative humidity on
the upper surface of the
waste packages when no
backfill is emplaced in the
drifts. Curves are plotted
for (a,c) the point-load
design and (b,d) the line-
load design.
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Figure 2 addresses conditions when the
drifts are left open (filled with air). Another
option is to close in the repository with back-
fill material 100 years after the packages are
emplaced. Figure 3 shows the results of our
calculations for that option. The spread in
temperature and relative humidity is pro-
nounced for the point-load design because
the backfill isolates these waste packages. For
most waste packages in drifts with backfill
and with line-load spacing, it does take
longer (between 3550 to 4770 years) for rela-
tive humidity to rise to 65%. However, one
package type in the point-load layout now
exceeds the hottest line-load packages, which
extends the time to reach 65% relative
humidity to 12,250 years. However, results

for the cooler point-load packages are similar
to those when no backfill is added. 

Another problem we are concerned with
is limiting large variations in local tempera-
ture at any given time throughout the reposi-
tory. A wide variation in the temperature
from one location in the repository to another
will set up cold traps that concentrate mois-
ture on the coolest packages. Because water
can be driven from hotter packages to cooler
packages, adding backfill in the point-load
design will greatly extend the time during
which water can be driven to the cooler pack-
ages and thus will adversely affect them.
Also, to meet the DOE licensing requirements,
we must test all materials to ensure they can
withstand the conditions of a repository.
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Thus, for a cost-effective licensing application
process, we want to limit the range of temper-
atures in a repository to reduce the number of
tests required. 

In our previous simulations using aver-
aged line loads, peak temperatures at the
drift walls and the waste-package surfaces
appeared to be limited to an acceptable range
(Buscheck et al., 1995). However, when we
used the updated model with individual
package calculations, the peak temperature in
the point-load layout is 540°C compared with
360°C for the line-load layout. Also, the large
variation in the point-load temperatures
throughout the repository sets up the cold
traps we wanted to avoid.

Experimenting with the model, we
found that with close spacing (0.1 meter) of
waste packages, cooler waste packages act as
thermal shunts, distributing the heat along
the drift and approximating an averaged line
load. This spacing eliminates the cold-trap
effect and greatly improves the performance
of the cooler packages. Such a design also
allows us to make approximate calculations
using an average line load, assuming that the
hot and cool packages are interspersed—not
grouped into cooler and hotter segments. 

From this study, we found that the line-
load design offers several advantages when
compared with the point-load design. For
example, the wide spacing of the drifts
allows condensed water to drain through the
rock pillars between the openings. The total
length of the emplacement drifts is reduced
up to 60%, which reduces the cost of building
the repository. The line-load design uses sig-
nificantly less backfill material—another cost
saver—and because it results in a narrower
range of temperature and relative humidity,
fewer material tests are needed for licensing
applications. In addition, heat and liquid-
phase flow vary less throughout the reposi-
tory, so performance analyses for licensing
are less complicated than with the point-load
design. All waste packages, including those

with cooler waste, benefit from the reduced
relative humidity, and the probability of con-
densate flow entering the openings is
decreased. Finally, the tendency for negative
hydrothermal effects in certain overlying geo-
logic units is decreased because of the water
drainage, which also reduces the temperature
near the ground surface. 

Future Work
In 1997, we will focus on modeling the

drift seepage potential at differing percola-
tion flux. We also want to incorporate moun-
tain-scale variability as well as drift-scale
variabilities in the natural system. As a result
of these and other modeling efforts, we will
gain a better understanding of the perfor-
mance of an engineered barrier system and
its ability to contribute to the isolation of
radioactive waste.

For more information, contact Dale G. Wilder
(510) 422-6908 (wilder1@llnl.gov).
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Thomas J. Sullivan

The National Atmospheric Release
Advisory Center (NARAC) opened in
February 1996 when Livermore’s 22-year-old
program, the Atmospheric Release Advisory
Capability (ARAC), moved into its new, per-
manent facility. The NARAC facility, which
also serves as headquarters for the Earth and
Environmental Sciences Directorate, was
designed to integrate all ARAC operations in
an efficient and highly robust environment
(Figure 1).

ARAC was originally established to
help emergency managers in tracking the
atmospheric dispersal of radiation from a
nuclear test. Since then, the program has
expanded to include atmospheric releases of
many toxic materials. For example, ARAC
supported emergency response efforts fol-
lowing the Three Mile Island and Chernobyl
nuclear reactor accidents and during the
Persian Gulf War.

Using our models, we can quickly
assess the short-term consequences that toxic
release would pose to the populations at risk,
whether they be workers at an accident site
or people living nearby. Such assessments
help decision makers determine what early
protective actions are needed, the size of the
event, the area it will affect, and which of the
many available measurement systems must
be deployed to effectively monitor the event.
ARAC models also can be used to estimate
the quantity of radionuclides released, which
helps to define boundaries on the scale of the
event and thus on the size of the populations
at risk and the potential economic impact. 

Obviously, these actions must take place
almost immediately, to minimize the dose or
the health consequences to individuals. Thus,
an ongoing part of ARAC’s work is to

improve the timeliness and quality of initial
assessments. This past year, 1996, was no
exception. By combining a highly skilled
operations staff with automated data-
acquisition and consequence-modeling capa-
bilities, ARAC typically delivers an initial
assessment in graphical form in less than 30
minutes for any location in the world; the ini-
tial response for selected facilities operated
by the U.S. Department  of Energy (DOE)
and the Department of Defense (DOD) is typ-
ically less than 15 minutes.

Expanding Our Capabilities
ARAC is in the midst of redesigning and

upgrading its systems and models, with fund-
ing from the DOE’s Defense Program, Office of
Emergency Response. With this upgrade, the
ARAC software system will be changed to a
UNIX-based non-proprietary system environ-
ment that is vendor independent and can be
readily adapted to high-performance process-
ing. The new system incorporates the latest
mature software tools and languages,
improved graphical user interfaces, and three-
and four-dimensional visualization graphics. It
will be phased into the emergency operations
center during 1997 and 1998.

Concurrent with this system upgrade,
ARAC has incorporated modeling capabili-
ties for assessing accidents that involve 
biological materials and toxic chemicals, both
those from industrial accidents and those
from possible chemical warfare. A basic tech-
nique for handling the so-called dense-gas
simple physics required in such modeling
was incorporated in the transport wind
model interface used in our dispersion
model. We also added scalable accident sce-
narios, such as pipe ruptures, evaporation
pools, and tank vents. In support of this new
capability, a substantial chemical properties
and characteristics database was generated.

Update on the National Atmospheric
Release Advisory Center
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Several geophysical databases were
updated to support the finer-scale require-
ments for modeling chemicals and biological
agents. Refined topographic data were
included in our global 500-meter emergency
response database, and a 100-meter topo-
graphic database now covers a large fraction
of the highly industrialized region of the
world. Similarly, updated high-resolution
digital map (Digital Chart of the World) fea-
tures and TIGER data were added to ARAC’s
suite of mapping databases to provide
greater detail and improve the accuracy
across the spectrum of responses from local
to global.

Meteorological data are the lifeblood of
the ARAC real-time response. During 1996,
we added data sources from the U.S. Navy
and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration, which greatly expanded the
volume of global gridded data and improved
our immediate response readiness. These
data range in spatial resolution from 2.5
degrees × 2.5 degrees (latitude, longitude) to
1.0 degree × 1.0 degree and in temporal reso-
lution from every 12 hours (2.5 degrees) to
every 3 hours (1.0 degree) and eventually out
to 72 hours in the future. These databases are
updated every 12 hours. Finer-resolution
gridded data—for example, 0.25 degrees for
the North American region extending 48 to
60 hours into the future—are acquired every
12 hours. We also improved the database of
international weather observations by adding
a satellite-based international datafeed for
redundancy and adapted our meteorological
data decoder software to ingest a revised
international data format.

A primary goal of the ARAC upgrade is
to develop and validate a new class of diag-
nostic atmospheric flow and dispersion mod-
els. These models are being designed using
numerical techniques that allow us to gener-
ate emergency assessments in any environ-
ment. The models can use all forms of

meteorological data, such as grids, observa-
tions, towers, and sounders, to formulate
mass consistent flow fields in any geographic
region, including highly complex terrain. 

Variable meshing in the vertical and hor-
izontal directions and a continuous surface
representation preserve the essential detail
near an emergency event. A new Lagrangian
particle dispersion model that we coupled to
the flow fields includes the identical terrain
surface and gridding structure of an accident
site, and incorporates random walk (and in
the near future Langevin) diffusion physics.
These two models significantly improve our
capability to model short-term dispersal
events with unsurpassed fidelity.

To address longer emergency events, we
are acquiring a regional or mesoscale prog-
nostic weather model. In 1997, we will test
two models: the U.S. Navy Operational
Regional Atmospheric Prediction System
(NORAPS), which has been in operation for
10 years, and the Combined Ocean
Atmosphere Mesoscale Prediction System
(COAMPS), an evolutionary state-of-the-art
physics model currently being tested by the
Navy. NARAC’s goal is to apply these mod-
els quickly, at very fine resolution any place
in the world, so we can create 12-, 18-, and
24-hour emergency assessment projections
for emergency response decision makers.

Great demands are placed on the ARAC
modeling system for fast response times and
continued model development. Thus, in 1996,
we substantially increased the ARAC com-
puter power and data storage capacity, an
effort that will continue into 1998. Available
processing cycles were increased by nearly an
order of magnitude, and disk storage space
was tripled. We also added capabilities for
chemical accident response, improved
graphic presentation to the workstations
fielded at DOE and DOD facilities, and
adapted the ARAC modeling system to a sin-
gle workstation environment. In 1997, we
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will evaluate a UNIX-based laptop system
with cellular communications interface for
field use. 

Recent advances in the Internet offer
new opportunities for emergency manage-
ment information support. As a result, we
submitted a proposal to DOE and the Federal
Emergency Management Agency to create a
NARAC–Internet interface, which would
provide platform-independent access to our
system for authorized emergency response
agencies. With such a system, users could
bypass the more costly and unique systems
hardware requirements of ARAC’s present
onsite support architecture. This system also
reduces the communication costs for emer-
gency response, allows agencies to share plat-
forms, and can be used with commercial
technology. 

Expanding the Scope
Because of the national concern regard-

ing terrorism and the threat of nuclear prolif-
eration, the ARAC operations staff is using
our emergency response tools to support sev-
eral projects in Livermore’s National Security
Programs, including the Nonproliferation,
Arms Control, and International Security
(NAI) Directorate. Many of the tools devel-
oped for industrial toxic chemical accidents
are being adapted to address the threat of
chemical weapons terrorism. Modeling the
consequences from a release of biological
agents presents new challenges, particularly
regarding the form of the agent released and
the atmospheric viability range of secondary
conditions, such as temperature, moisture,
and sunlight as well as each agent’s deposi-
tion and attachment characteristics.

At present, the ARAC system is some-
what limited in terms of treating these sec-
ondary factors. Although such effects can be
added to the current system, much of the
work is classified, which imposes some con-
straints on where and how specific knowl-

edge can be incorporated. Consequently, in
conjunction with the NAI Directorate, ARAC
is developing a smaller, classified system for
NAI’s proliferation assessment program. This
project is building on previous successes at
Lawrence Livermore in developing worksta-
tion-based modeling systems, data-handling
cluster architecture, geophysical databases,
and integration of secure communications.

The Future at NARAC
The current upgrade of ARAC is pro-

viding the base to expand the emergency
support that Lawrence Livermore can pro-
vide to other federal agencies, such as the
Federal Emergency Management Agency,
Environmental Protection Agency, Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, and Department of
Transportation. Under the National Response

Figure 1. The National Atmospheric Release Advisory Center. By
combining a highly skilled operations staff with automated data-
acquisition and consequence-modeling capabilities, NARAC is
equipped to quickly assess the initial, short-term consequences
of a toxic release to the atmosphere.
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Plan, each of these departments or agencies
has basic responsibilities to minimize acci-
dent consequences and assist state and local
governments in emergency management. In
an effort to provide immediate technical
assessment following an emergency, ARAC’s
goal is to deliver information through the
Internet (or similar links) to all key agencies.

Because of our success, several interna-
tional programs are interested in collaborat-
ing with ARAC to provide a system for
exchanging information concerning nuclear
power plant accidents. We are working with
scientists from the Japan Atomic Energy

Research Institute, under the umbrella of a 
G-7 initiative entitled GEMINI—Global
Emergency Management Information
Network Initiative—to evaluate an Internet-
based information exchange interface proto-
col. In addition, the Commission of the
European Community has asked ARAC to
collaborate in developing a nuclear accident
decision support system. Other requests for
international collaboration are being evalu-
ated by the Department of Energy. 

For more information, contact Thomas
Sullivan (510) 422-1838 (tsullivan@llnl.gov).
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The Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty
(CTBT), recently signed by President Clinton
and the leaders of most of the world’s
nations, will ban all nuclear explosions
worldwide. Data for monitoring compliance
with the treaty will be transmitted from auto-
mated stations all over the world to interna-
tional and national data centers for analysis.
Both international and national monitoring
stations will be used. The U.S. Department of
Energy has a major responsibility for con-
ducting the research and development neces-
sary for the U.S. National Data Center to
meet the nation’s monitoring goals.

Since seismic records are the most tell-
tale signs of an underground explosion, a key
component of the monitoring system will be
a global network of seismic monitoring sta-
tions. For data to be interpreted correctly, the
system must include a database of the nor-
mal seismic activity and the underlying geo-
logic features of the region of interest. A team
of geophysicists, geologists, and computer
modeling experts from Lawrence Livermore’s
Earth and Environmental Sciences
Directorate, supporting the Nonproliferation,
Arms Control, and International Security
Directorate, is collecting data and developing
computer models to characterize these para-
meters for the region of the Middle East and
North Africa.

The Monitoring Goal
Our goal is to provide the U.S. National

Data Center with the necessary calibrations,

data, and models to reach the nation’s goals
for detecting, locating, and identifying seis-
mic events originating in the Middle East and
North Africa. First, researchers must be able
to find an event in a stream of background
noise and determine where that event
occurred. Then they must be able to classify
the event as an earthquake, as some other
explainable phenomenon such as a mining
explosion, or as a possible nuclear explosion.

Tests of large-yield nuclear weapons
produce seismic signals that, when recorded,
are easy to identify. However, under the
CTBT, potential violators may try to evade
detection by detonating a low-yield device,
or they may attempt to alter the seismic sig-
nal by detonating a device in the center of an
underground cavity to decouple it from the
surrounding rock. Because the seismic energy
produced from decoupled explosions is much
less than the energy from explosions con-
ducted non-evasively, the signals are harder
to detect. These low-energy signals are
detected only at so-called regional distances
(less than 2000 kilometers from the source);
they do not propagate well to teleseismic dis-
tances (more than 2000 kilometers). 

Because so many mining events and
earthquakes are similar in magnitude to a
small nuclear explosion, a monitoring system
designed to detect small events will be
flooded with data. (More than 200,000 seis-
mic events at these levels occur in the world
every year.) To provide a means of picking
out the possible nuclear explosions from all
the other events, we are developing region-
specific procedures for event analysis and
discrimination so events can be located and
identified with greater accuracy.

This regionalization research includes
analyzing seismograms to determine how
seismic waves travel and attenuate in a
region, as well as how propagation through

Seismic Characterization of the
Middle East and North Africa for
Test Ban Monitoring
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that region affects the relative strengths of
various parts (phases) of the wave.
Calibrations must be based on seismograms
collected from events that have adequate
ground-truth measurements—that is, events

for which the location, origin time, and
source type are well known. Calibrations of
signal travel time demand the most accurate
ground-truth information, especially about
an event’s epicenter, depth, origin time, and
type. 

The Challenge
Seismic waves from the small events of

interest to CTBT monitoring travel through
the structurally complex crust and upper
mantle of the earth. The calibration task in
the Middle East and North Africa is compli-
cated by the variety of geophysical structures
within the area. These structures range from
relatively simple, stable cratonic and plat-
form regions in North Africa and Saudi
Arabia to complex tectonic provinces—sub-
duction (continental collision) zones in the
Mediterranean, orogenic (mountain) belts in
Iran, and major fault zones in Turkey.

The principal challenge in characterizing
the area is the uneven distribution of seismic
event data for calibration. The region divides
into seismic and aseismic areas. The seismic
belts—the tectonic regions—have an excess of
events suitable for calibration, the aseismic
areas virtually none. Announced nuclear
explosions and mining explosions provide the
best calibrations, but nuclear explosions are
rare in the Middle East and North Africa. We
also do not know whether the many mines in
the area produce explosions that are large
enough for the monitoring system to detect. 

Not only does the distribution of seis-
mic events pose a problem, but data collec-
tion is also a formidable challenge. The
region has few accessible seismic stations
(those from which data are readily available;
other stations exist, but they belong to closed
networks and the waveform data are nearly
unobtainable).

To help meet this challenge, we are col-
lecting data on large earthquakes (magnitude
greater than 5) with estimates of depth, epi-
center, and mechanism, largely from existing
seismic catalogs. The total data available
exceed 16,000 individual waveforms repre-
senting 1300 events. In seismically active

Figure 1. Travel-time residuals for events recorded at stations (triangles) in 
(a) Sonseca, Spain, and (b) Belbasi, Turkey. These residuals indicate the need for
point travel-time corrections. Some patterns emerge: here, P phases from events in
the Greek Isles and the Aegean arrive earlier at the station array in Sonseca than at
the station in Belbasi. Travel-time calibrations to correct for these differences are 
necessary for the location algorithms to be used by the treaty-monitoring data 
centers.
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regions, these data form the basis for calibra-
tion, which is our initial focus.

Empirical Calibrations
Travel-Time Calibration. We are begin-

ning with travel-time calibration of four pro-
posed primary monitoring stations located at
Sonseca, Spain; Belbasi, Turkey; Alibek,
Turkmenistan; and Tehran, Iran. We are sys-
tematically timing the arrival of the P phases
of seismic signals (the parts of the signal aris-
ing from compressional waves) recorded by
stations in our study area to generate bulk
station corrections, point corrections for spe-
cific source regions, and average velocity
models for each station. Figure 1 shows the
travel-time residuals (that is, the observed
arrival time minus the arrival time predicted
by a global model) for two monitoring sta-
tions. Note that signals from events in Greece
and the Aegean arrive earlier at the station in
Sonseca than at the station in Belbasi. These
patterns must be determined station by sta-
tion for each region of interest.

Once the principal phases are timed, we
plan to automate measurements of phase
amplitude, surface-wave dispersion, back-
azimuth, incidence angle, and phase velocity.
The objective is to develop corrections for
these quantities so we can refine the calcula-
tions for phase identification, association,
magnitude estimation, and discrimination.
For example, a pilot study for the station
array at Sonseca shows that corrections are
needed for a pronounced azimuth bias
(northward) for P waves arriving from the
east and a slight bias (fast) for P-phase veloc-
ity estimates.

Phase-Propagation Characterization.
The simplest phase calibrations are maps of
regions that block the propagation of a seis-
mic signal’s phases. Figure 2 shows blockage
of the Lg phase, a segment of the signal aris-
ing from shear waves that propagate through
multiple reflections in the earth’s crust. The
relative amplitude of the Lg phase to the P
phase is one measure used to discriminate
between earthquakes and underground
nuclear tests. Lg waves generally fail to prop-

agate across the Mediterranean Sea, and
severe Lg attenuation appears to correlate
with the length of the path in oceanic crust.
Loss of this phase poses a significant problem
for identification and shows the need for reli-
able monitoring stations on the African conti-
nent to discriminate events in North Africa.
Furthermore, Lg propagation through the
African craton appears to be especially effi-
cient, suggesting that fewer stations may be
required there than in more tectonically
active regions.

Calibrations Using Modeling
Numerical modeling clarifies where cor-

rections are needed and allows us to extrapo-
late them into aseismic areas. For this
approach to be successful, we need accurate
geophysical and geological models of the
regions. One method of obtaining a geophysi-
cal model of the large, mostly aseismic region
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Figure 2. Path characterization in the study area showing significant Lg blockage
for most paths crossing the Mediterranean Sea, which is a significant problem for
monitoring. Yellow lines denote efficient Lg propagation, red lines poor propaga-
tion. Reliable stations will be needed on the African continent before we can iden-
tify seismic events in North Africa.
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of North Africa is by inverse waveform 
modeling. Our general approach is to use
large events with locations and source
mechanisms that are well constrained by
teleseismic networks. Once the source and
location are known for a given event, the
waveform at a given regional station is pri-
marily a function of the velocity structure,
which we solve for using a one-dimensional
synthetic seismogram code to give a least-
squares fit to the waveform.

Figure 3 shows an example of this pro-
cedure for a Tunisian earthquake recorded
at a monitoring station in Algeria. We deter-
mined the crustal thickness to be 40 kilome-
ters and characterized some detail on the
velocity structure of the crust. With many
such profiles, we can begin to obtain one
estimate of the velocity structure of North
Africa. When we combine this information
with studies of other parameters (for exam-
ple, surface-wave dispersion and gravity),
we can begin to piece together a geophysical
model. Then we can use this composite
model as input to a synthetic seismogram
code to compute travel-time curves and the
other data needed for calibration.

Future Work
In 1996, we collected the data available

for the Middle East and North Africa and
began interpreting them to calibrate the
regions around key monitoring stations. In
the future, many other types of data (such as
receiver functions and surface-wave group
velocity) and innovative methods of tomog-
raphy and structural inversion will be neces-
sary to characterize the aseismic portions of
the area. By deploying temporary stations
and arrays, we may be able to acquire the
data necessary for determining geophysical
structure before permanent 
stations are installed.

For more information, contact Jay Zucca
(510) 422-4895 (zucca2@llnl.gov).

Figure 3. Example of
waveform modeling to
estimate velocity structure
in an aseismic region. 
(a) The magnitude-5.3
event (red circle) in
Tunisia was recorded
1288 kilometers away at
station TAM (black trian-
gle) in Algeria. Synthetic
seismograms were calcu-
lated for a series of simple
four-layer velocity struc-
tures (such as the one in
b) until (c) a reasonable
match between synthetics
and data was obtained.
(Here, we use Pnl,
Rayleigh, and Love waves,
which are dispersive sur-
face waves.) Once the
velocity structure is
known, waveform model-
ing can be used to refine
the source mechanism,
depth, and location of
smaller events.

(c) Displacement seismograms
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Garrett A. Keating, Kenneth T. Bogen, and
John S. Vogel

In studies of environmental contamina-
tion, one area of concern is low levels of haz-
ardous chemicals in the soil and
groundwater. Scientists are trying to deter-
mine how humans are exposed to these
agents and in what magnitude. The goal of
these studies is to characterize the multiple
pathways by which a chemical released into
the environment can be transported into the
human body. By comparing the estimated
chemical dose to which humans are exposed
with the doses that cause biological effects in
animals, we can determine the risk these
chemicals pose to the population at large. 

Researchers have often considered con-
sumption of contaminated water to be the
dominant pathway by which groundwater
contaminants enter the body. Recent studies,
however, indicate that chemicals absorbed
through the skin from household water usage
may represent a major pathway for human
uptake—in some cases, one that may exceed
the amount of chemical ingested by drinking
water. In light of these findings, a major
review of regulatory guidelines for dermal
absorption is under way. In the Earth and
Environmental Sciences Directorate, we are
contributing to this review by evaluating the
accuracy of the prediction methods. We also
are using Lawrence Livermore’s expertise in
accelerator mass spectrometry to refine the
estimates of dermal uptake and thus help
reduce the risks of exposure.

Skin Physiology and Structure 
Our skin performs important respira-

tory, immunological, and metabolic functions
for the body. As shown in the simple cross
section in Figure 1, skin is composed of two
layers: the epidermis and the dermis. The

epidermis, a nonvascular layer about 100
micrometers thick, is generated from the
basal membrane that separates it from the
dermis, a highly vascularized layer about
1000 to 3000 micrometers thick. Cells prolifer-
ate from this membrane and grow outward
until they are ultimately shed at the skin sur-
face. During this differentiation, epidermal
cells extrude their contents and take on a flat-
tened, densely packed morphology, forming
a distinct cell layer at the surface of the epi-
dermis known as the stratum corneum. 

The structure of the stratum corneum can
be likened to brick and mortar, consisting of a
10- to 20-micrometer layer of dead, flattened
cells (the bricks), each surrounded by a lipid
matrix (the mortar). This matrix is considered
to be the layer that determines how quickly
chemicals diffuse through the skin. Although

Measuring Chemical Uptake
through the Skin

Figure 1. Cross section of human skin (Montagna et al., 1992). SC = stratum
corneum, which is about 10 micrometers thick; E = epidermis (100 micrometers
thick); D = dermis (200 micrometers thick); C = blood capillaries; HF = hair follicle;
and SG = sebaceous gland. (Reprinted courtesy of Springer-Verlag, New York.)
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the stratum corneum is no greater than 
20 micrometers in thickness, the actual diffu-
sion pathway through its lipid channels is
thought to be about 400 micrometers (Guy
and Hadgraft, 1988).

Traditional Measurement of
Skin Permeability

Skin permeability is typically mea-
sured with either excised skin from animals
or on human skin taken in an autopsy, using
a two-chambered apparatus known as a dif-
fusion cell. For such measurements, the tis-
sue is positioned between the two chambers
of the diffusion cell, and tissue culture
media (a surrogate for perfused blood) is
circulated underneath the exposed skin tis-
sue. A high concentration of chemical is
applied to the skin surface, and its appear-
ance in the culture media is assayed over
time. The chemical’s permeability through
skin is then determined at its steady state—
that is, after its rate of diffusion into the tis-
sue media is constant. A permeability
coefficient (Kp, measured in centimeters per
hour) is used to measure this constant rate
of diffusion through skin. Typically, deter-
mination of Kp requires experiments that
last several hours because sufficient time is
required for the chemical concentration in
the skin to reach equilibrium with that in
the exposure solution.

Using this traditional approach to
examine dermal uptake under true environ-
mental conditions has some drawbacks. To
achieve detectable levels of the chemical in
the underlying media, we must apply com-
pounds to the skin in high concentrations in
a solvent (typically acetone) that facilitates
chemical partitioning into skin. In the envi-
ronment, however, skin is exposed to conta-
minants in soil or water at much lower
concentrations. In particular, for a wide-
spread class of environmental contaminants
called volatile organic compounds (VOCs),
skin permeability experiments are problem-

atic because these chemicals tend to vaporize
from solution. Understanding the skin per-
meability of VOCs is important because
many of them are suspected human carcino-
gens and are commonly found in ground-
water and soil.

Use of Permeability Data in Risk
Assessment 

By using a chemical’s Kp, its concentra-
tion in the environment, and the surface area
and duration of dermal exposure, we can
estimate the mass of chemical absorbed
through the skin from the environment. For
example, with this traditional approach, if Kp
for trichloroethylene (TCE) is estimated at
0.016 centimeters per hour, an adult (with an
average surface area of 20,000 square cen-
timeters) who showers for 10 minutes in
water containing 5 micrograms per liter of
TCE would absorb 1.6 micrograms of TCE.
For comparison, the same person drinking 
2 liters of the same water would ingest 
10 micrograms of TCE, assuming that 100%
of the TCE is absorbed from the gastrointesti-
nal tract.

Recent studies indicate that this
approach may significantly underestimate the
total exposure. Because skin permeability has
been determined for only a few environmen-
tal contaminants, Kp values for these chemi-
cals must be estimated from regression
equations based on Kp values of other com-
pounds. But Kp traditionally measures the
rate of chemical transport through the skin
only after chemical equilibrium is established
between water and skin. Therefore, this
method underestimates the total chemical
uptake during the initial, non-steady-state
period in which chemical is both entering the
skin and exiting to underlying tissues. As a
result, traditional Kp measurements do not
account for chemical that has penetrated the
skin but has not yet diffused into blood. This
reservoir of chemical will ultimately enter the
blood at some time after exposure has ended,
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so permeability measurements that do not
account for this absorption will under-
estimate total exposure.

A report from the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA, 1992) suggested that
for certain contaminants this underestimation
may be substantial, particularly for exposures
that are relatively short, such as bathing in
contaminated water. Thus, the EPA proposed
a new method for estimating dermal absorp-
tion. Using the EPA’s proposed approach, we
would expect chemical doses absorbed
through the skin to exceed the dose ingested
by drinking 2 liters of water only for those
chemicals whose Kp values exceed 0.1 cen-
timeters per hour.

A great deal of uncertainty surrounds
this new approach because few experimental
measurements are available to address the
issue of short-term dermal absorption into
skin. In a recent analysis, permeability esti-
mates for nine chemicals based on in vivo data
from the few studies that used live animals or
human volunteers were compared to corre-
sponding estimates derived from equations
developed by the EPA from a larger set of tra-
ditional Kp measurements obtained using dif-
fusion cells (Bogen, 1994). This study revealed
that the in vivo Kp estimates were all greater,
by about fivefold, than corresponding esti-
mates obtained using the EPA’s proposed
approach (Bogen, 1994). This discrepancy
highlights the importance of resolving funda-
mental uncertainties concerning dermal
uptake of environmental chemicals.

Skin Uptake Measurements 
at LLNL

In research at Livermore’s Health and
Ecological Assessment Division, we are try-
ing to measure dermal uptake at experimen-
tal conditions more relevant to human
exposure. In one of our studies, we measured
the chemical loss from dilute solutions of car-
bon-14 (14C) radiolabeled TCE, perchloroeth-
ylene, and chloroform, into which hairless

guinea pigs had been partially submerged for
1 hour (Bogen et al., 1992). The implied Kp
values for all three compounds exceeded 
0.1 centimeters per hour and were a factor of
10 to 20 greater than corresponding tradi-
tional Kp estimates.

We also found that chemicals may be
absorbed into skin more quickly than previ-
ously expected (Bogen et al., 1992, 1994).
Therefore, in 1996, we expanded our research
to examine skin absorption at even lower
concentrations and for shorter exposure times
(Bogen et al., 1996). For this study, we used
accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS), a
highly sensitive analytical method for which
many environmental and biomedical applica-
tions have been invented and developed at
the Laboratory. 

Figure 2. Uptake of dilute (about 5 parts per billion) aqueous 14C-radiolabeled
trichloroethylene into full-thickness human skin obtained within 48 hours of
surgery, as a function of exposure time. Fits to these data are shown for our physi-
ologically based pharmacokinetic model of skin (LLNL) and for a model of dermal
uptake for short-term exposure developed by the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA).
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AMS is an isotope-ratio mass-spectrom-
etry method for quantifying radioisotopes
independent of their decay times. For 14C,
AMS has a sensitivity in the range of one part
in 1012 to 1015. With this unique capability,
researchers have examined dermal exposures
as brief as 1 minute with chemical concentra-
tions between 1 and 5 parts per billion (ppb).
Using human skin freshly obtained from
surgery, we measured the dermal uptake of
14C-labeled TCE at 5 ppb (or 5 micrograms
per liter) at intervals ranging from 1 to 60
minutes. Chemical uptake was determined
by taking small cores from the skin and ana-
lyzing for 14C with AMS. 

Our results indicate that TCE uptake
exhibits simple “first-order kinetics,” by
which uptake initially occurs at an approxi-
mately constant rate and then declines in an
apparently exponential way (Figure 2). The
Kp value estimated from these results (the ini-
tial linear slope in Figure 2) is 0.28 centime-
ters per hour, essentially the same as that
measured in the in vivo guinea pig study
(0.23 centimeters per hour, Bogen et al., 1992).
In contrast, our measured uptakes were sig-
nificantly greater than values predicted by
the EPA’s proposed model. After 10-minute
exposures (corresponding, for example, to the
exposure from a typical shower), the EPA
model underpredicts the measured in vitro
uptakes of TCE into human skin by a factor
of about 5. 

Additional in vitro and in vivo studies
with other compounds are clearly needed to
determine whether these models adequately
predict human dermal exposures to a wide
range of water contaminants. In related work
supported by the EPA, we are conducting
additional AMS-based studies on dermal
uptake of several contaminants from soil and
dust at environmentally relevant conditions.
AMS sensitivity will allow experiments with
soil contaminants at actual skin soil levels
measured in humans (between 0.1 and 

1 milligram per square centimeter) and with
multiple soil contacts, analogous to the daily
exposure with contaminated soil that occurs
in the environment.

Conclusion
An important consequence of these

findings is that current dermal risk assess-
ments may underpredict the amount of daily
dermal intake from low-level exposures to
environmental contaminants, in some cases
by a substantial amount. Our research indi-
cates that AMS measurement of chemical
uptake may provide a reliable, and relatively
inexpensive, way to obtain permeability mea-
surements that can be used to assess expo-
sure and risk. In addition, AMS can be used
to evaluate the low-dose toxicity of environ-
mental contaminants, another large source of
uncertainty in risk assessment.

For more information, contact Garrett
Keating (510) 422-0921 (keating2@llnl.gov).
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In establishing the Earth and
Environmental Sciences Directorate, Lawrence
Livermore provided a focus for ongoing
research programs and enabled a strategy to
address new Laboratory missions. Specifically,
the directorate’s mission is to assess and miti-
gate environmental and human risk from nat-
ural and manmade hazards and to develop
and demonstrate new tools and technologies
for environmental restoration. To achieve
these goals, the management team for Earth
and Environmental Sciences assessed the best
use of existing facilities and funding to sup-
port the sustaining missions under our
responsibility and the credible missions we
could develop. The directorate’s success is

directly related to our primary resources: tal-
ented scientists and engineers working in
high-quality research facilities.

Workforce
Our directorate employs nearly 300 peo-

ple (Figure 1). Of this total population, about
70% are scientists and engineers with a wide
range of specialties, which are listed in Table
1. In addition, this workforce is complemented
by personnel from other Livermore organiza-
tions, such as Engineering and Computation,
who are assigned to support the directorate’s
mission. The total number of people working
within Earth and Environmental Sciences
makes this one of the largest environmental
research organizations in the nation.

Resources: An Overview of the Earth 
and Environmental Sciences Directorate

(a) Total workforce for Earth and Environmental Sciences

(b) Scientists and engineers in Earth and 
      Environmental Sciences

Scientists and
engineers

(70%)

Physicists (69%)

Chemists
(14%)

Life scientists (11%)
Engineers (6%)

Technical support
staff (10%)

Administrative
staff (20%)

Figure 1. Workforce breakdown for Earth and
Environmental Sciences. (a) Total workforce is about
300 employees, of which (b) about 200 are scientists
and engineers.

Table 1. Discipline specialties within the Earth and
Environmental Sciences Directorate.

Discipline Research specialties

Physics Accelerator applications, astrophysics, atomic, computa-
tional, theoretical, materials, biophysics, and geophysics. 
Staff also include specialists in meteorology, atmo-
spheric science, seismology, hydrology, geology, climatol-
ogy, and oceanography.

Chemistry Isotope, theoretical, nuclear, organic, biochemistry, 
and geochemistry. Staff also include specialists in marine 
chemistry and chemical ecology.

Life sciences Environmental science, environmental health, forestry, 
biology, plant science, toxicology, water resources, 
wildlife and fishery biology, and zoology. Staff also 
include a medical doctor, an environmental lawyer, 
a geographer, and an economist.

Engineering Mechanical, geological, geotechnical, electrical, environ-
mental, and chemical engineers. Staff also include 
specialists in mining, applied science, and cybernetics 
systems.
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Funding
The directorate’s workforce supports a

diverse set of programs and projects 
(Figure 2). In 1996, the total budget from all
funding sources was $71.5 million, including
a $4.0 million allocation from the Laboratory
Directed and Research Development Program
and a $1.5 million allocation for General and
Administrative (G&A) costs. Several pro-
grams at the U.S. Department of Energy
sponsor our projects directly, with $28.4 mil-
lion in 1996. These programs include
Environmental Restoration and Waste
Management, Energy Research, Defense
Programs, Environmental Safety and Health,
International Affairs, and Nuclear Reactors.
We also received about $10.5 million in sup-
port of Work for Others, including funding
from Department of Energy field offices and
integrated contractors; from other federal
agencies, such as the U.S. Navy, Air Force,
and Department of Defense and the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration

(NASA); and from private industry and uni-
versities, such as California State University. In
addition to direct funding to this directorate,
in 1996, we received $27.1 million from the
Department of Energy through other
Livermore directorates for work on such pro-
jects as Treaty Verification and the proposed
repository at Yucca Mountain, Nevada.

Listing the funding sources for Earth
and Environmental Sciences does not
describe the diverse nature of our research.
Thus, in Figure 3, we show the breakdown of
funding by project or program.

In recent years, Livermore has stream-
lined its management and financial practices
to reduce infrastructure costs and make proce-
dures less cumbersome. The Laboratory also
has revised its procurement practices to expe-
dite purchasing and reduce costs. In a review
by Livermore’s Cost-Cutting Initiative Team,
the infrastructure for the Earth and
Environmental Sciences Directorate was found
to be efficient and cost effective. Our commit-
ment to reducing infrastructure costs has led
to decreases in G&A spending, procurement
charges, and overhead costs and rates.

Facilities
When this directorate was formed in

1994, the inherited facilities were delegated
along organizational lines, a plan that was

(a) Department of Energy research

Environmental Safety
and Health $4.3

International
Affairs $0.7

Nuclear Reactors
$0.3

Defense
Programs

$7.2

Energy
Research

$8.0

Environmental and
Waste Management

$8.4

(b) Work for others

Other DOE
agencies

$2.3
Other federal

government agencies
$5.2

Non-federal
entities

$3.0

(c) Support for other
LLNL programs

Yucca Mountain
Project
$10.0

Other projects
$10.0

Treaty
Verification

$7.1

Figure 2. Breakdown of 
funding for Earth and Environmental Sciences 
in 1996 (in millions of dollars). (a) Funding received 
directly from the Department of Energy totaled $28.4 million. 
(b) Funding received in work for others totaled about $10.5 mil-
lion. (c) Funding received to support other Lawrence Livermore
programs totaled $27.1 million.
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not only inefficient but also offered little
room for growth. The challenge we faced in
consolidating space was how to balance the
available funds for facilities with plans for
the future operations of the directorate. Thus,
our goal was to consolidate these facilities to
improve the directorate’s operations and its
programmatic capabilities while minimizing
one-time moving expenses and recurring
overhead costs. 

In 1996, we reached a significant mile-
stone toward this goal, when the directorate
headquarters relocated into the new facility
commissioned for the National Atmospheric
Release Advisory Center. As a result of our
improved facilities management, we reduced
overhead space-charge costs for this direc-
torate from $1.8 million to $1.2 million. We
also improved our use of the available space
and thus the efficiency of our operations, and
by vacating obsolete buildings, we reduced
the directorate’s maintenance burden. Figure 4
shows our 1994–1996 accomplishments in
reconfiguring and optimizing the direc-
torate’s facilities. In both office space and net
space per person housed, we are below the
Laboratory averages. The directorate’s six
primary facilities are described in Table 2. 

In the future, we plan to complete the
consolidation process and release any
remaining underused or low-quality space.
We also plan to improve the capabilities of
key facilities to enhance programmatic suc-
cess. As a result, we hope to continue to be
one of Livermore’s lead organizations in cost
control and efficient business operations.

Organization
Figure 5 shows the organization of Earth

and Environmental Sciences. The major com-
ponents are the four divisions, which contain
the scientific and support staff and have prin-
cipal responsibility for the execution and
maintenance of disciplinary science; the pro-
ject organizations, which execute focused
missions for this directorate and others at
Lawrence Livermore; and the infrastructure
activities, which we execute as stewards of a
research organization. Each of these three

Health and Environmental
R&D $3.25

Marshall Islands
Project $2.10

Solid-Earth
Sciences
$15.10Treaty

Verification
$8.0

Nuclear Waste—
Yucca Mountain

Project
$10.0

ARAC
$9.34

Atmospheric
Research

$7.42

PCMDI
$3.97

CAMS $3.24

No. of
buildings

16.0% 47.7% 21.0%
Reduction (%)

33.0% 25.0%
0
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No. of
trailers
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(square feet)

Laboratory
space

(square feet)
Poor

facilities
(%)

Figure 4. Consolidation of facilities in Earth and Environmental Sciences
between 1994 (green) and 1996 (purple). We are now at acceptable norms for
the directorate to function smoothly, and our office and laboratory space per
employee are below the Laboratory averages.

Figure 3. Breakdown of 1996 funding by program or project. Amounts are in mil-
lions of dollars. ARAC = Atmospheric Release Advisory Capability, PCMDI = Program
for Climate Model Diagnosis and Intercomparison, and CAMS = Center for
Accelerator Mass Spectrometry.
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Table 2. Major facilities in the Earth and Environmental Sciences Directorate.

National Atmospheric Release Advisory Center, Building 170
44,000-square-foot facility
Commissioned on February 26, 1996
Award for architecture
Fitted throughout with fiber-optic communication links
120 offices, a library, and a conference and training center 

Center for Accelerator Mass Spectrometry, Building 190
9,000-square-foot facility 
Multi-user Tandem Laboratory
Houses two accelerators

One 10-megavolt model FN Tandem Van de Graaff
One newly installed 1.8-megavolt Tandem for particulate research

Broad variety of applied research using ion-beam analysis and accelerator mass spectrometry

Health and Ecological Assessment Laboratories, Building 281
19,000-square-foot facility
An older existing facility that was extensively renovated during 1996
Used to consolidate closely related programs and experiments from six other geographically 

separate facilities
Includes both wet and dry chemistry, laser, and high-pressure laboratories and support space

Expedited Technology Demonstration Project, Building 292
3,500-square-foot facility
Currently under construction in a previously underused portion of Building 292
Used to study performance of an integrated molten salt oxidation (MSO) system including

primary unit, offgas, and salt recycle subsystems
Construction completion and subsequent startup scheduled for May 1997

Geoscience Technologies Laboratories, Building 243
18,000-square-foot facility
Includes both wet and dry chemistry, laser, and high-pressure laboratories, as well as machine 

shop and support areas
Used to conduct research in support of basic energy sciences, fossil energy projects, the Yucca 

Mountain project, the Accelerated Site Cleanup project, the Environmental Technology pro-
gram, and other Laboratory-directed research and development

Environmental Microbial Biotechnology Facility, Building 446
1600-square-foot facility
Includes a 1500-liter bioreactor and dedicated ancillary equipment
Ability to grow, harvest, and radioactively label specific bacteria for bacterial cell or cellular 

DNA labeling and containment studies
Integral technology to the Accelerated Site Cleanup project
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components has a vital role to play in creat-
ing and nurturing an organization that is 
scientifically excellent, capable of accomplish-
ment that impacts national issues, and is safe,
cost-effective, and agile in the current climate
of national science and technology. A point
particularly worth noting is the correlation
between Figure 5 and the breakdown of
funding shown in Figure 3. The project orga-
nizations control a major fraction of the direc-
torate’s resources. The mission and
capabilities of each division are described on
the following pages.

Atmospheric Science Division
The mission of the Atmospheric Science

Division is to expand scientific understanding
of how Earth’s atmosphere, oceans, and bio-

sphere respond to the anthropogenic and natural
disturbances that contribute to environmental
risk. To meet the demands of contemporary
environmental problems, the division maintains
expertise in:

• Atmospheric dynamics, chemistry, and
physics.

• Ocean dynamics, transport, and biogeo-
chemistry.

• Mesoscale atmospheric prediction, trans-
port, and dispersion.

• Hydrology and terrestrial ecology.
• High-performance computing and compu-

tational physics.
This expertise is combined with the best

available environmental simulation models,
observational and real-time datasets, and 
computing resources to examine a range of

Resources

Figure 5. Organization of the Environmental Programs Directorate.
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problems. For example, our studies include
the transport and dispersion of hazardous
materials released into the atmosphere,
global- and regional-scale impacts of changes
in atmospheric chemical composition, varia-
tions in the Earth’s climate and carbon cycle,
and regional-scale variations in hydrological
processes. The division also provides the
technical staff for two major programs: the
Atmospheric Release and Advisory
Capability, and the Program for Climate
Model Diagnosis and Intercomparison.

For more information on Atmospheric
Science, contact the division leader 
Bill Dannevik (510) 422-3132
(dannevik1@llnl.gov).

Health and Ecological
Assessment Division

The mission of the Health and
Ecological Assessment Division is to perform
research in the health, ecological, and mea-
surement sciences that supports assessments
of toxic and radioactive substances released
to the environment. An important asset of
this division is a unique set of research facili-
ties, which include

• Laboratories for processing soil and vege-
tation samples for subsequent analysis.

• Alpha and gamma spectrometry for
determining low levels of radionuclides in
environmental media.

• Gas chromatography and high-
performance liquid chromatography for mea-
suring various organic compounds in different
media.

• Atomic absorption spectrometry for ana-
lyzing metals.

• Accelerator mass spectrometry and pro-
ton-induced x-ray fluorescence for quantifying
selected nuclides (such as 14C, 129I, 36Cl, 59Ni)
and elemental distributions.

• Three-dimensional imaging capabilities
for determining the transport processes that
occur at microscopic scales in porous media.

In addition to these research facilities, we
offer expertise in various disciplines and can

augment our work through collaborative rela-
tionships with researchers at other institutions.
In our research, we have developed risk mod-
els to assess how and when humans are
exposed to radionuclides and to chemical and
organic pollutants. We can determine what risk
these pollutants pose to humankind as well as
how organ and cellular systems will respond
to them. We also perform detailed studies of
ecological risk assessment and environmental
toxicology, and we can develop remediation
plans for cleaning up organic contaminants.
We are equipped to characterize pollutant-
transport processes and to measure the resus-
pension of contaminants deposited on soil. We
also offer an expertise at conducting large-scale
field programs, developing remote-sensing
technology, and developing environmental
databases and geographic information sys-
tems.

For more information on Health and
Ecological Assessment, contact the division
leader Dave Layton (510) 422-0918 
(layton1@llnl.gov).

Geosciences and Environmental
Technology Division 

The mission of the Geosciences and
Environmental Technology Division is to con-
duct basic and applied research to solve
problems involving the geochemistry, geo-
physics, and flow and transport properties of
the Earth’s near-surface and to develop or
improve the nation’s waste-disposal and
waste-processing technologies. The division’s
research is focused in five basic areas:

• Subsurface characterization, which
includes developing new geophysical and
electromagnetic methods for characterizing
the physical and chemical properties of the
shallow subsurface, and identifying and
mapping contaminant plumes.

• Subsurface remediation, including
novel techniques developed for the acceler-
ated in situ cleanup of subsurface contami-
nants as well as integrated assessment and
cleanup strategies.

Resources
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• Nuclear waste disposal, including char-
acterization and modeling of the thermally
perturbed geochemistry, hydrology, and
transport mechanisms of high-level nuclear
waste repositories. We also design and test
different disposal plans and model how vari-
ous nuclear waste forms will react once
placed in a repository.

• Waste processing technologies to develop
and test systems that provide alternatives to
incineration for treating and stabilizing mixed,
hazardous, and nuclear wastes.

• Basic geosciences, such as studying the
dissolution kinetics of minerals and glasses
and the thermodynamic and transport prop-
erties of aqueous geochemical systems; mod-
eling the kinetics of oil and gas formation;
developing geologic information systems;
and applying cosmogenic isotopes as tracers
and age-dating tools.

For more information on Geosciences and
Environmental Technology, contact the divi-
sion leader Ken Jackson (510) 422-6053 
(jackson8@llnl.gov).

Geophysics and Global Security
Division 

The mission of the Geophysics and
Global Security Division is to conduct basic
and applied research and development to
characterize the physical and chemical prop-
erties within the solid Earth and to describe
how these properties affect the environment,
national security, public health and safety,
and industrial needs. We then apply these
results to address significant problems both
for the nation and the State of California. This
division offers a wide range of discipline
strengths and resources that allow us to make
major contributions both to the work of the
Environmental Programs Directorate and to
that of the Laboratory at large. The division’s
primary areas of research are

• Seismology, including regional and tele-
seismic seismology, signal processing for ver-
ification activities in support of
comprehensive test ban, and wave propaga-
tion codes.

• Computational physics, including shock
physics, computer modeling, information sci-
ences, weapons physics, and theoretical and
applied mechanics.

• Experimental geophysics, including syn-
thesis of materials, rock mechanics, porous
flow, physical and chemical properties of rocks
and cementitious materials, high-pressure and
high-temperature measurement capabilities,
and experimental design.

• Geophysical site characterization,
including theoretical and applied geophysics,
geomechanics, engineering, containment sci-
ence, field programs, earthquake hazards,
and instrumentation.

For more information on Geophysics and
Global Security, contact the division 
leader Jim Hannon (510) 422-3921 
(hannon2@llnl.gov).

Outreach and Collaboration
Research and development in the earth

and environmental sciences is broadly spread
across both sponsoring federal agencies and
the academic, industrial, and national labora-
tory organizations working in this area.
Unlike the weapons and nuclear-related
energy programs, no one agency or organiza-
tion dominates this area, and expertise is
widely distributed. Thus, to access expertise
outside this directorate and to leverage our
own capabilities, we actively seek collabora-
tions. This exposure to the large outside com-
munity also serves to validate our excellence
and expose our weaknesses, to teach us the
strengths of other groups at the earliest stages
of their development, and to similarly reveal
our strengths to those who might not have
inferred them from more formal activities such
as publication and workforce proceedings.

Major components of outreach in 1996
include the following:

• Participation in approximately 170
ongoing and new collaborations with external
researchers.

• Visits to this site by more than 60 faculty
and student visitors for stays of over a week
and similar visits by 74 non-academic visitors.
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• Work on this site by nearly 60 students
in eight work-study programs.

• Organization or hosting of about 37 con-
ferences or workshops.

• Tours of our facilities, predominantly
ARAC and CAMS, given to 170 groups.

• Participation by more than 100 direc-
torate employees on major committees and
review panels, in visiting lecturer appoint-
ments, and as journal associate editors and
reviewers.

Although the directorate does not estab-
lish specific measures for employee participa-
tion or performance in these areas, such
participation is considered when evaluating
an employee’s professional development and
contribution to public and peer understand-
ing of the Laboratory’s missions and capabili-
ties. Communicating our strengths and values
is essential for the continued growth of the
directorate, as are our efforts to absorb exter-
nal views and to pursue developments for
renewal and change.

Resources
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Patent issued to Patent title, number, and date of issue Summary of disclosure

William D. Daily Dynamic Underground Stripping:  A process for removing localized underground contam-
Abelardo L. Ramirez* Steam and Electric Heating for In Situ ination of volatile organic compounds by heating a con-
Robin L. Newmark* Decontamination of Soils and taminated area using steam injection and electric currents 
Kent Udell Groundwater to vaporize the contaminants, and then removing the 
Harley M. Buettner migrating subsurface fluids and vapor by vacuum extrac-
Roger D. Aines* U.S. Patent 5,449,251 tion and liquid pumping. Injection and extraction wells 

September 12, 1995 are constructed within or around the periphery of the 
contaminated area.

Daniel A. Seligmann, Compact Self-Contained Electrical-to- A signal-conditioning circuit with elements electrically 
William C. Moss* Optical Converter/Transmitter coupled to a transducer and optically coupled to a 
Theodore C. Valk receiver/processor. The circuit elements receive from the 
Alan D. Conder U.S. Patent 5,469,442 transducer, generate a linear reference signal, and mix the 

November 21, 1995 analog and reference signals to form a calibrated output 
signal that is converted to an optical signal.

Margaret L. Carman Methods for Microbial Filtration A method for purifying contaminated subsurface 
Kenneth J. Jackson* of Fluids groundwater by contacting the contaminated subsurface 
Richard B. Knapp* groundwater with resting state methanotrophic or 
John P. Knezovich* U.S. Patent 5,487,834 heterotrophic microorganisms that produce long lifetime 
Nilesh N. Shah* January 30, 1996 contaminant-degrading enzymes. The micro-organisms 
Robert T. Taylor are derived from surface cultures and are injected into 

the ground to act as a biofilter. The contaminants include 
organic or metallic materials and radionuclides.

Richard R. Leach* Real-Time Neural Network A network that uses first-arrival energy to predict the 
Farid U. Dowla* Earthquake Profile Predictor characteristics of impending earthquake seismograph 

signals. The neural network produces a profile of the 
U.S. Patent 5,490,062 complete earthquake signal using data from the first 
February 6, 1996 seconds of the signal.

Abelardo L. Ramirez* Using Electrokinetic Phenomena and A method using electrokinetic transport to enhance the 
John F. Cooper Electrical Resistance Tomography to ability of electrical resistance tomography (ERT) to detect 
William D. Daily Characterize the Movement of position and movement of subsurface contaminant 

Subsurface Fluids liquids, particles, or ions, and for subsurface imaging 
of soil and rock properties.

U.S. Patent 5,495,175
February 27, 1996

*Earth and Environmental Sciences employee.
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Frederick J. Ryerson received the Associated Western Universities Distinguished
Lectureship Award.

Andrew Tompson received the Computation Directorate Distinguished Achievement
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The National Atmospheric Release Advisory Center, Building 170 at Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory, received a Distinguished Projects Award in architectural design
from the Western Council of Construction Consumers.
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